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ABSTRACT. D .e. res isti vity soundings have been ca rri ed out on Un teraa rgle tscher a t three places for 
compa rison with ea rli er seismic refl ection results. Whil e in two cases a fa ir agreement was obta ined , the third 
sounding indica ted a strong inhomogeneity of the ice, making a re liable interpreta tion impossi ble. Us ing the 
seismic depths in the interpretation , more reliabl e va lues of ice resistivities were obtained. Additional appa rent 
res isti vities were measured on ice a nd rirn on G rosser AleLSchg leLScher, which are discussed toget her with 
simila r results from the li tera ture. The res istivity va lues of temperate glaciers observed so far fa ll in the ra nge 
from 25 to 120 1\10.m. a nd a re thus signifi ca ntl y higher than the exp erimenta ll y detennined ultima te va lue 
of 5 MO.m . reported for ex tremely pure ice at ooe. by Eigen and others ( 1964) . The necessa ry conditions fot' 
successful resisti vity soundings a re di scussed. 

R ESUME. Sondages electriques recents sur des glaciers de Suisse . Sur le g lacier de l'U nteraa r, tro is sondages 
e lectriques ont ete rea lises et leurs resulta ts compa res a ceux de la methode sismique pa r re fl exion utilisee 
precedemment. Pour les deux prem iers sondages, l'accOJ'd est sa tisfaisant ; pour le troisieme, la g lace a ete 
trouvee tres inhomogene et une interpre ta tion va lable n 'a pas ete possible. Uti lisant pour I' interpreta tion 
des mesures e lec triques les profondeurs trouvees par la methode sismique, d es resistivites "vra ies" de la g lace 
ont pu etre avancees. Sur le grand g lacier d' Ale tsch, d es res islivites appa rentes ont ete mesu rees pour le neve 
et pour la g lace ; cl les sont discutees et comparees a des resu ltats simila ires mentionnes clans la lillerature. 
Les va leurs obtenues jusq u'a maintenant sur les g lac iers temperes sont comprises entre 25 et t20 MOm ; 
el les son t donc nellement superi eures a ux 5 MOm annonces par Eigen et autres ( 1964) pour la g lace ex trcme
ment pure a ooe , cette va leur aya nt ete mesuree en laborato ire . Les conditions necessa ires pour rea li ser des 
sondages electriques va la bles sont d iscll tees. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNC. JVeuere geoelektrische Sondierungen mil der ~Viderslalldsmelhode all! Schweizer Clelschem. Auf 
d em U nteraa rg letscher wurden drei geoclektrische Profi le zum Z",eck des Vergleiches mit seism ischen 
Sondierungen gemessen. "Va hrend in zwei Fall en e ine befri ed igende Ubere instimmullg erzielt wurd e, ergab 
si ch im dritten r a il e ine betrachtiche lnhornogenitat des Eises, die e ine zllverliiss ige Auswertung unmoglich 
machle. Durch Einsetzen d er aus del' seism ischen Sond ierung erha ltenen G letscherrnachtigkeiten bei der 
Interpretation der Elektrik konnten gut fundicrte "Verte des spez ifi schen Widersta ndes des Eises gewonn en 
werden. W ei tere scheinbare \"' iderstande wurden in Eis und Firn im Aletschgebi e t gemessen und mit 
a hnliche R esultaten aus d el' Literatur verg li chen . Die b isher au f temperierten G lctschern beobachteten 
spez ifischen Widerstande fa ll en in d en Bereich von 25 bis 120 M Om. Sie sind demnach bedell tend hoher a ls 
der von Eigen u.a . ( 1964) fur a llsserst re in es kunstliches Eis um ooe experimentell beS li mlll te Maximalwen 
von 5 1\1 Om . Die fLir erfolgre iche ' ''' idersl.a ndssondierungen erforderli chen Bedingungen werden d iskutierl. 

INTRODUCTION 

The previous work of various authors has shown that resistivity soundings on temperate 
glaciers are feasible, however with limi ted accuracy. Queille-Lefevre and others ( 1959) have 
pointed out that the accuracy will strongly depend on the ratio of thi cknesses as well as the 
ratio of resistivities of a conductive surface layer a nd of the principal ice body, i. e. on Cagniard 's 
(1959) parameter a. Just how small a would be under the most favourabl e conditions, and what 
accuracy might ultimately be expected of resistivity soundings, were not inves tigated. This 
question cannot be answered at the desk, and we have chosen the direct approach of carrying 
out test resistivity soundings on glaciers where the ice thickness has been inves tigated by o ther 
means, preferably seismic sound ings. So far this has on ly been achieved on the Unteraar
gletscher. Some additional work has been carried out, however, in places with no accura te 
depth control, in order to gain more informa tion on various conditions and to add furth er data 
to an inventory of resistivity values. 
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COMPARISON OF R ESISTIVITY SOUNDINGS WITH SEISMIC SOUNDINGS ON UNTERAARGLETSCHER 

Field measurements 

The Unteraargletscher has been thoroughly investigated by seismic reflection soundings 
from 1936 to 1950 (Jost, [1956] ). Because of its long straight sections, the even, gentle surface 
slopes and the easy access by boat from the Grimsel dam it presented an excellent case for the 
test resistivity soundings. Taking advantage of the exceptionally warm and dry autumn we 
visited the glacier during the period 22- 25 October 1963 and measured three resistivity lines 
close to the axis of the glacier (Fig. I ) at the approximate elevations of 2,080 m ., 2,2 IO m. 
and 2,470 m . The glacier was mostly covered by a thin layer of snow which had fallen early in 
October, except for the lowest section and the pronounced medial moraine up to the junction of 
the two main branches of the glacier. At line B the snow cover reached the thickness of some 
10- 20 cm. , at line C about 20- 30 cm. Along line A it. was even thinner or missing. During the 
day the snow got wet but froze during the night. The melt streams still carried a small amount 
of water, so that it is certain that the glacier surface was still wet beneath the snow. 

At line B , the first one measured , both electrode configurations were tried, Wenner and 
Schlumberger. At line C the emphasis was placed on Schlumberger, with a few check points 
with the Wenner configuration, and at A only the Wenner configuration could be used because 
of difficulties with the potential measurements at small electrode separations and lack of time. 

Cross-sections of the Unteraargletscher from the seismic survey 

A summary of the seismic results from the Unteraargletscher has been given by Jost [1956] , 
but a more detailed description is contained in an unpublished report by Siisstrunk (unpub
lished). The information used here was taken from this report, particularly from a contour 
map of the glacier bed at the scale of 1 : 10,000, which served to draw cross-sections of the 
glacier perpendicular to the resistivity sounding lines (Fig. 2) . The lowering of the ice surface 
since the date of the seismic survey, amounting to some 20- 30 m ., was taken into account . 
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Fig. I. Position of resistivity sounding lines on Unteraargletscher 
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The strong solid lines in Figure 2 give the bedrock surface in cross-sections through the 
centres of spreads, while the light dotted and the light dashed lines refer to cross-sections at 
some distance up-stream and down-stream, respectively. The dista nces up- and down-stream 
were chosen according to the resistivity resu lts, namely at the approximate Schlumberger 
separa tions L /2 where the appa rent resistivity curves sta rt to drop, i.e. where the effect of the 
subsurface becom es a ppa rent. This is the crucial point for the depth determina tion with the 
Cagniard curves. In addition to the bedrock surface an upper boundary is given by the strong 
broken lines, for the centre cross-sections only. It refers to a n intermediate refl ecting interface 
of the seismic survey, consistently observed in the lower part of the glacier. Its nature will be 
discussed later. 

R esistivity results 

The measured appa rent reslstlvltl es are plotted in Figures 3 to 5. Crosses refer to the 
Schlumberger and circles to the Wenner configuration , the Wenner da ta having been plotted 
in the Schlumberger diagram . Comparing the results obta ined by the two configurations it 
was found tha t within the accuracy of observation the two results could be conver ted for long 
electrode separations following the equation L /2 (Schlumberger) = 3a/2 (Wenner) (Figs. 
4, 5 and 7) · By this rela tion Cagniard 's diagrams were a lso used for pure W enner m easure
m ents (Fig. 3) . It am ounts to treating the W enner data as if they were ob tained with the 
Schlumberger configura tion, desp ite the fact that the sepa ration a of the inner electrodes is not 
small as compared to the separation L = 3a of the outer ones. After the drawings were 
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finished a comparison of the Schlumberger with the Wenner master curves for 2-layer cases 
and for some 3-layer cases with PI : P2 : P3 = I : 9 : 00 have shown that a factor between 
I . 3 and I' 4 should be used instead of I . 5. Since the correction of about 10 per cent would 
not significantly affect the results of this article the figures have not been altered. 

Our original plan of making an independent interpretation of the resistivity soundings, 
and then comparing the findings with the seismic results, has not been very successful, because 
of ambiguity. With extreme assumptions the results of Table I may be advocated. In order to 
have a sounder base for presentation and discussion of the results we have preferred to start 
with the seismic depths and to find out how well the resistivity measurements would fit the 
theoretical curves for a given depth. At the same time conclusive results of the resistivity of the 
glacier ice have been obtained. 

TABLE I. RANGE OF INTERPRETATIONS OF THE RESISTIVITY SOUNDINGS ON UNTERAARGLETSCHER 

(based on infinite plate) 

Location Cagniard Resistivity Ice Radius of seismic 
parameter of ice thickness sect ion 

u/Jper lower 
interface interface 

" PI h, r, r, 
MO.m. m. m. m. 

Profile A 2- 3 lOO 60* 180 230 
(Obere Brandlamm) 0'05 40 200 

Profile B 0·05 110 IgO 280 340 
(Pavilion Dollfuss) 0'1 75 300 

Profile c 0'5 50 350 350 
(Finsteraargletscher) 0'5 30- 35 700 

* for L /2 ~ 50 m. 

At location A (Obere Brandlamm) in the lowest part of the glacier the seismic results show 
two different depths, leaving for the resistivity sounding two possibilities open, depending on 
whether the upper reflecting layer is a conductor or not. Both seismic depths have been used to 
analyse the resistivity data, using as depth figures the radii of 180 m. and 230 m . of the semi
circles matching approximately the cross-sections of Figure 2a. For plates of these thicknesses 
the two Cagniard curves with the parameter ex = o' 05 are given by a dashed and a solid line in 
Figure 3 together with the measured data and an experimental curve (Rothlisberger, 1967) 
for a semi-circular channel of radius 230 m., drawn as a dash-dot line. Two curves fit the 
measured data equally well, the one for a 180 m. thick plate and the one for a semi-circular 
cylinder of radius 230 m. Since the true shape of the glacier bed lies between the two models, 
the resistivity results would indicate a boundary between the two seismic interfaces. I t is 
therefore not possible to say with which of the interfaces the resistivity data agree better. 

A similar result is obtained at location B (Pavillon D::>llfuss) . Measured data and interpreta
tion curves are plotted in Figure 4, now using the radii of Figure 2 b as depths. The dash- dot 
line this time was obt:tined by applying to the Cagniard curve with ex = o' I the shape
correction of a semi-circular cylinder as compared with an infinite plate with ex = o. The curve 
fits the measured data very well when the radius of the semi-circle is taken as 340 m ., which 
corresponds to the lower seismic in terface. But again, by considering the true shape of the bed 
and further taking the ambiguity of the Cagniard curves (with the higher values of ex ) into 
account, the smaller seismic depth of 270 m. can also be advocated. 

At location c (Finsteraargletscher) the seismic survey gives only one interface, presumably 
the bedrock surface, corresponding to the semi-circle of radius 350 m. in Figure 2C. For this 
depth value of 350 m. and the resistivity of 50 MQ.m. the Cagniard curve with the parameter 
ex = o · 5 shows reasonable agreement with the observed apparent resistivities at Schlumberger 
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Fig. 4. Superposition of Cagniard curves and observed apparent resistivities at location B, Unteraargletscher. Solid line = lower, 
dashed line = upper seismic interface for plate model; dash- dot line = lower seismic interface for semi-circular cylinder 
model (apJlroximationfor a = o· / ) 

electrode separations L/2 above roo m. For sm aller sepa rations the curve for ex = o ' 0 5 would 
give a m ore satisfactory superposition, but the resulting d epth of 700 m . is wrong by a factor 
of 2 . The result would be no better if the geometry of the glacier bed was considered, on the 
contrary. Obviously it is not possible to a pproximate the observed apparent resistivities 
satisfactorily with any of the Cagnia rd curves . The reason is a different distribution of resistivi
ties from that assumed in the Cagnia rd m odel. vVith a gradual increase of resistivity of the ice 
with depth the observed da ta could undoubtedly be better exp la ined , but the distribution of 
resistivities is probably m ore complex. There is an ind ication tha t the resistivity is not only 
increasing with d epth, bu t a lso from the centre towards the edge. The line C d eviates som ewha t 
from the direction of the axis of the glacier. Vile were afraid tha t this would a ffect the measure
m ents in such a way that at large distances the apparen t resistivity wou ld come out too low 
because of a n increased effect of the conductive bed . At the longest electrode separation 
additional m easurem ents were therefore taken on a line closer to the axis (spread c' ). Lower 
appa rent resistivities were observed instead of the expected higher ones (the lower values of 
the pairs of crosses and circles in Figure 5 a t L/2 = goo m . were ob tained on spread c' ), 
indicating a body of ice of lower resistivity near the axis of the glacier. In a cross-section the 
glacier would probably show a m ore or less concentric structure with a lower resistivity 
a round the cen tre a nd a higher one towards the periphery. 

In two of the three test locations, A and B , fa ir condi tions fo r resistivity soundings have been 
found . It was nevertheless not possible to decide between two seismic reflections about 20- 2 5 

per cent of the tota l thickness apart . An uncertainty of abou t this order must therefore be 
accepted even under favou rable conditions. Both soundings, A and B , indicate constant ice 
resistivities in the range of spreads up to severa l hundred metres, but it must .be noted that a 
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resistivity of about 80 MO.m. was found for the bulk of the glaciel· at B, which is twice the 
value of 40 MO.m. at A, a lthough the two li ne centres are only 1 · 5 km. apart whi le the longest 
spreads overlap at one end (Fig. I). That the ice resistivity can vary considerably over distances 
even shorter than the necessary range of electrode spreads has been experienced at location c. 

Resistivities of surface layers 

D epth sounding for ice thickness having been our primary aim, not much effort was made 
to investigate the conductive surface layer. At location A, where no snow was present, the 
measurements at small electrode separations are matched with a two-layer curve for PI = 5 
MO.m., P2 = h2 = co and hI = 2 m . Using the sam e value for P" we obtain, using the 
Cagniard model , hi = I· I m. (for ex = 0 ·05, p, = 40 MO.m. , h2 = 180m. ), or h, = 1·6 m. 
(for ex = 0·07, corresponding on the left side to the solid line and on the right side to the 
dashed line of Figure 3) . Considering the scatter of the measurements and possible lateral 
inhomogeneities the agreemen t is satisfactory. At location B no m easurements were carried 
out at sufficientl y small electrode separations to permit the direct determination of PI. How
ever, assuming that the conductive surface layer consists essentially of snow cover of thickness 
hI = 0· 15 m . we obtain with the Cagniard model PI = 0·3 MO.m. (for ex = o· 15, P2 = 85 
MO.m ., h2 = 280 m. ) . At location c the deviation from the theOl-etical curve is too big to 
permit a m eaningful interpretation based on the Cagniard model. 

On the nature of the intermediate layer shown by the seismic survey 

In the lower part of the glacier the seismic survey has shown two different refl ecting 
interfaces. While the lower one is thought to represent the bedrock surface, the nature of the 
upper one is not exactly known. It is trough-shaped like the rock bed and lies som e 50- 100 m. 
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above it. Jost favours the idea that it is the boundary between ice and an intermediate layer of 
alluvium containing perhaps some ice. The seismologists on the contrary believe they have 
indications that the intermediate layer consists also of ice separated from the bulk of the glacier 
ice by enough debris to produce reflections. It might thus be explained as an internal moraine, 
but the presence of a true internal moraine can be ruled out because of the trough shape (the 
boundary between the two main branches of the glacier, Lauteraar and Finsteraar glaciers 
follows the medial moraine at the surface and dips steeply into the ice) . The alternative 
explanation that the valley bottom is filled with an old body of "dead ice" thickly covered 
with debris which was overriden by the glacier at a new advance hardly seems any better; 
there is no reason why the lower ice body should not participate in this case in the general 
flow of the glacier, and the intermediate layer would have been carried to the snout long ago. 
A more likely explanation for an intermediate layer of debris in the ice can be based on the 
observation that melt streams loaded with sediments flowing on ice have a much stronger 
tendency to erode sideways than to cut downward. In a gently sloping valley glacier like the 
Unteraar the marginal streams will therefore have a tendency to cut sideways into the glacier, 
carrying sand and gravel far into the ice. (The glacier is too flat for the stream to flow at the 
glacier bed where it is deepest. ) This side-cutting would probably happen repeatedly and at 
somewhat different levels. The tendency would nevertheless be to form an englacial stream of 
equalized slope down to the snout, but the debris layer would be formed of individual lenses 
of sand and gravel at slightly varying levels. That this layer becomes gradually trough-shaped 
might be explained by the flow of the glacier. However, it must be admitted that there is no 
seismic evidence for a multiple layer; on the contrary, the seismic reflections consist of single 
sharp events indicating a single sharp boundary. Indeed it seems to be quite difficult to give a 
good reason for the existence of a trough-shaped boundary between two bodies of ice, while the 
existence of bottom alluvium already present before the last glacier advance and the presence 
of ground moraine would hardly be surprising. 

Unfortunately no clear indication could be obtained from the interpretation of the 
resistivity measurements which seismic boundary represents the bottom of the ice. The 
resistivity soundings seemed rather to indicate an ice thickness between the two seismic 
depths . This could mean two things. If the upper interface should be the bottom, then the 
over-large depth value from the resistivity soundings would probably indicate an increase of 
resistivity in the ice towards the base, as in the case of location c. If, on the contrary, the ice 
should extend down to the bedrock, then the small depth value from the resistivity soundings 
might be caused by an intraglacial body of lesser resistivity than the ice, probably consisting 
ofa layer (or layers) of debris completely packed in ice, on which the seismic reflection would 
occur. We must conclude that it is not possible to use the resistivity soundings in favour of one 
or the other of the above mentioned explanations of the intermediate layer. The layer (or 
layers) between the two seismic interfaces is too thin to be probed successfully by the resistivity 
method. 

RESULTS FROM THE LARGE FIRN BASIN OF EWIGSCHNEEFELD 

The Ewigschneefeld is one of the tributaries of the Grosser Aletschgletscher situated east of 
J ungfraujoch. The upper part consists of an elongated firn basin in which the snow surface 
forms a gently sloping flat valley floor about 6 km. long and I km. wide. Both valley slopes 
are fairly steep and heavily glacierized. In the lower part of Ewigschneefeld a spectacular ice 
fall leads down to Konkordiaplatz. 

We have chosen the Ewigschneefeld for resistivity soundings because of its easy access from 
the Forschungsstation Jungfraujoch and because of the possibility of measuring really large 
electrode spreads. In order to combine material and man-power the field work was carried 
out as a joint effort of the authors with P . Andrieux and his group, who made resistivity 
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m easurem ents in the J ungfraujoch region for his doctora l thesis. The origina l plan was to work 
towards the end of the co ld season , i. e. before the first spring melt. After we had spen t a lmost 
the entire second half of M arch 1964 without accompli shing much due to adve rse weather 
conditions we had to wait a lmost two months befol"e we could carry out the soundings (15- 22 
May) . By that time part of the snow was alread y soaked with m elt water which had developed 
during a spell of warm weather (12- 14 May) . After staking out the direction of the profil e on 
the g lacier, distances were taped out and the exact position of the centre and som e additiona l 
points on both sides were surveyed from theodolite pos itions on rock knobs a t the edge of the 
main g lacier. The coordinates of the centre were 645 8 18/ 155 083, a lt. 3340 m . on 10 Apri l, 
while the azimuth of the p!"Ofile was 138.0°. The topography a long this li ne taken from the 
195 7 Aletsch map I : 10,000 is g iven in Figure 6. Due to a slight bend in the glacier onl y part 
of its length (4 km. ) could be utilized with a stra ight sounding line . At the longest electrode 
separation of 2 km. from the centre (vVenner separation a = 1,333 m .) the upper current
electrode was 500 m. from the bergsch rund , the lower one 200 m . from the foot of the left 
(glacierized) vall ey flank (the centre of the li ne was at the sam e time slightl y to the right of the 
middle of the glacier , about 350 m . f!"Om the r ight a nd 550 m . from the left g lacier-covered 
mountain side) . 

RW. S.E. 

1 3600 m. 

~--------------_____ -tl:34~00~ ______________ _ t 3200 

+ 
- 2 km. -1 o 

Fig . 6. Surface tOjJography and velocity- moss-balance dejllhs along Ihe resislivity sounding lille Oil Ewigschneifeld 

The results of the m easurements a t Ewigschneefeld are plotted in Figure 7. The Cagniard 
cun'e for the param eter Cl = 7·5 a nd p, = 50 MD.m. indicates an ice thickness of 250 m . if 
the g lacier were an infinite plate. This is not more tha n an indication ; ass uming ha lf the 
resisti ,·ity the ice thickness would come out roughl y twice as high. Besides the standard 
Schlumberger a nd Wenner results some data are plotted in Figure 7 with tr iangular symbols 
for large separations based on the measurement of the potenti a ls between a centra l electrode 
a nd one of the standard W enner electrodes (Lee configuration ) . It is evident that the g lacier 
is thinner in the upper half than in the lower ha lf of the profi le. A rough evaluation of the upper 
half indicates ice thicknesses of 190 m . with a resisti vity of 50 MD.m. and 350 m . with 
25 MD.m. 

Near the surface a first layer of 2 m. of resistivity 0·5 MD.m. and a second one 1 m . thick 
w ith res istivity 0.056 MD.m . are obtained with the p lo tted theoretical Schlumbergel" curve. 
This is in rough agreemen t with the results obtained for a single surface layer 2 m . thi ck with 
resistivity 0.056 MD.m. using the Cagniard pa rame ter 7 · 5. It is noteworthy that the apparent 
resistivities measured on a perpendicular line do not d iffer much from the ones measured on 
the profi le, indicating fairl y consistent surface conditions over a la rge area. 

L ess ambiguous ice thi ckness estimates than by resistivity sounding can be obtained from 
fl ow and mass-balance considerations. They a re based on movement measurem ents of stakes 
a long the resistivity sounding line close to the longitudina l axis ofEwigschneefeld, and on mass 
balance studies a lread y under way for several years. With the fl ow properties used by Nye 
(1953, 1957) and the flow characteristi cs for an elliptical channel given by him (Nye, 1965) an 
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ice thickness of 300 m. has been computed for the upper part and of 370 m. for the central and 
lower part of the resistivity line, also considering in the estimate the possibility of sliding on the 
bed. The use of an elliptical channel is justified because of the glacierization of the mountain 
flanks; furthermore a much better agreement between independent computations based on 
velocity and ice mass flowing through the sections was found for an elliptical channel than for a 
parabolic one. An accuracy of probably better than IQ per cent has been obtained in this 
manner. The uncertainty of the result is caused by uncertainty in the mass-balance estimates, 
in the flow law and in the flow pattern (amount of sliding on the bed). If we consider major 
irregularities of the bed, the depth is still less certain. It is hoped that future surface-movement 
studies (complete cross-sections should be observed rather than only the maximum velocity 
near the axis of the glacier) and seismic soundings will eventually ascertain the depth. For 
the time being the above estimates can be used for further analysis of the resistivity data. 
With the depth of 350 m. ± 15 per cent and neglecting the trough-shape of the glacier we 
obtain now a resistivity of P2 = 30 to 40 MO.m. However, the measured apparent resistivities 
only fit the theoretical curve satisfactorily in the range of L j2 from IOO to 1,000 m., and even 
here a slight systematic deviation appears. An empirical curve drawn through the measured 
points, as compared with the theoretical one, would be flatter in the ascending and much 
steeper in the descending part of the curve. The lower ascending slope is indicative of a 
gradual increase of resistivity with depth, while the steep drop at the longest separations is 
clearly affected by the geometry of the glacier, i.e. the limited lateral extent of the ice and the 
proximity of bedrock at the ends of the line. As a matter of fact, the observed values drop off 
more rapidly than any theoretical curve for plane parallel layers could match. The interpreta-
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tion has therefore been based on a fair superposition before the drop-off, i.e. in the region of 
the maximum. How much the maximum is already influenced by the geometry of the glacier 
we do not know. If such an influence should exist and we want to account for it, the maximum 
would have to be higher and would also have to be moved to the right. A higher value for pz 
probably not exceeding 60 MQ.m ., still corresponding to the same depth value of 350 m. , 
would result. In principle, an effect of the valley walls must be expected to be more pronounced 
the more conductive the surface layer is. 

RANGE OF RESISTIVITIES I N TEMPERATE GLACIERS 

It is not possible at this stage to make a firm statement on the full variability of resistivity 
in glaciers because oflack of sufficient experience. It is nevertheless of interest to summarize the 
data already collected at different places. In Figure 8 some typical experimental curves of 
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apparent resistivity versus electrode separation are plotted, while some information on the 
respective m easurements is contained in Table n. The common fea ture of the curves is a steep 
rise. While some climb at the 45 0 angle typical for the Cagniard model, other curves show a 
more gentle slope indicating a gradual increase of resistivity with depth or an equivalent 
layered structure where the successive layers show an increase of resistivity by steps. Not a 
single curve is steeper than the theoretical limit of 45 0 for isotropic material in a laterally 
homogeneous ha lf space where property changes occur only in the direction perpendicular to 
the surface. 

TABLE 11. I NFO RMATION ON CURVES OF FI GUR E 8 

Curve 
no. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Author 

Andrieux (unpublished) 

Rothlisberger and 
Vogtli* 

Rothlisberger and 
Vogtli * 

R othlisberger a nd 
Vogtli* 

Queille-Lefevre and 
o thers ( 1959) 

Vogtli (unpublished ) 

Rothlisberger a nd 
Vogtli* 

Roth lisberger and 
Vogtli (with P. 
Andrieux) * 

C haillou a nd Vallon 
( 1964) 

Chaillou a nd Va llon 
( 1964) 

* con ta ined in this paper 

Location 

Profil e P2, "Tihnan glacier", 
l ies Kerguelen 

Profil e A ~ 

Profil e B U nteraar
g letscher, 
SWltzerla nd 

Profil e C J 
G lacier d e St. Sorlin , 

Fra nce 
Steingletscher, 

Switzerland 
:\fea r vVeisslaub, G rosser 

Aletschgletscher, 
Switzerla nd, between 
111ed ia l mo ra ines 
( coordinates 
648200/ 142000) 

Ewigschneefeld, Grosser 
Aletschgletscher 
(Switzerland) 

i':ear Montenvers, Mer de 
G lace, France 

P latea u de la Va llee 
Bla nche, Col du Midi , 
France 

Date 
measured 

Janua ry 
1963 

25 October 
1963 

22 / 23 
October 

1963 
24 October 

1963 
June 1957 
2nd ha lf 
16 April 

1957 
25 March 

1962 

19 October 
1962 

1- 2 April 
1963 

Surface condition 
of glacier 

I ce with melt streams and 
some crevasses 

Patches of fresh snow, glacier 
partia ll y covered by thin 
la yer of debris 

10- 20 cm. fresh snow, wet 

20- 30 cm. fresh snow, powder 

2 m. of wet snow 

2·2 m. of partia ll y wet snow 

1·8 m. of snow 

Firn field (neve) wet zone in 
top 2 m. of snow 

Clean ice, melting 

Firn field (lZIfvi ) with cold 
winter snow on top 

The true resistivity of the ice can only be found directly in those cases where the peak of the 
curve has a flat top . In the other cases a more detailed analysis is needed , but the peak value 
naturally gives a lower limit for the true resistivity. These lower limi ts vary between 10 and 
70 MO.m. By further analyses of the observed curves the values of Table III were obtained 
by various authors. Only the underlined figures are fairl y certain because they were d educed 
from curves with flat peaks, or because the ambiguity was eliminated by seismic d epth control. 
There is no doubt that m ost of the m easurem ents carried out so far on temperate glaciers 
indicate resistivities well above 10 MO.m. 

The highest observed values are of specia l interest. Up to now a maximum apparent 
resistivity of 68 MO.m. had been observed in Profile B (Pavilion Dollfuss) on Unteraar
gletscher, corresponding to a true resistivity of about 85 MO.m. But the incomplete curve 
from Grosser Aletschgletscher (W eisslaub) showing a n ideal rise at 45 0

, indicates a consider
ably higher resistivity of at least 100 MO.m. , probably about 120 MO.m. 

The high resistivities m easured on temperate glaciers deviate considerably from the 
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results of Eigen and others (1964), who have determined the ultimate value of the D .C. 
conductivity of extremely pure ice in the laboratory. They found a conductivity of I ·0 X 10- 9 

mho cm. _ 1 ± 15 per cent at - 10°C . and about 2 X 10- 9 mho cm. _ 1 at o°C. (graphical 
extrapolation), i.e. a resistivity of 5 MO.m. for temperate ice. The difference between this 
resistivity and the values observed on temperate glaciers is far too big to be explained by 
experimental error. Whether the glacier ice has developed a special structure by numerous 
recrystallizations over a period of centuries or under the continuous strain, whether blocking 
layers exist at the grain boundaries (personal suggestion by C. Jaccard), or whether the 
conductivity mechanism is different at the very low current densities, which are by orders of 
magnitude smaller in the glacier than in the laboratory experiment, are open questions . 
Heinmets and Blum (1963) have reported on laboratory experiments with low current 
densi ties where they found a minimum resistivity at about - BoC., and higher resistivities above 
and below this temperature. By extrapolating their results to o°C. a resistivity of the order of 
30 MO.m. is indicated, whereas at - rooC. there is a fair agreement with the values of Eigen 
and others ( I964) . Further laboratory measurements preferably with glacier ice should be 
carried out by physicists in order to explain the very high resistivity found by the geoelectric 
measurements. 

TABLE Ill. R ESIST IVITY OF TEMPERATE GLACIERS 

Author L ocation Resistivity Remarks 

MQ.m. 
Vogtli (unpublished) Steingletscher, Switzerland 10- 14 ambiguous 
Queille-Lefevre a nd Glacier d e St. Sorlin, France 59- 170 ambiguous 

others ( 1959) 
K eller and Frischknecht Atha basca Glacier, Alberta, 10- 20 seism ic control 

( 1960) Canada 
Borovinskiy (1963) Centra l Lednik Tuyuksu, > 100 seismic con trol ( ?) 

Zailiyski y Alatau, Soviet 
Central Asia 

Andrieux ( 1964) J ungfraujoch, Aletschgletscher , 50 ambiguous 
Switzerland 

lies K erguelen 50 ± 20% Hat peak 
Cha illou and Vallon Mer de G lace, France > 40 sca tter, short spread 

( 1964) 
Rothlisberger and Vogtli Un teraargletscher, Switzerland 

(present paper) Profile A ~± I5% flat peak and seismic control 
(Untere Brandlamm) 

Profile B 85 ± 10% seismic control 
(Pav ilion Dollfuss) 

Profile c ~ seismic con trol 
(Finsteraargletscher) 

Grosser Aletschgletscher, 
Switzerland 

Weisslaub > 100 spread too short 
Ewigschneefeld 30- 40 g lacio logica l consid erations 

(possibly 30- 70) 

In the discussion about high resistivity of temperate ice and discrepancy between labora
tory and field results one point must be stressed, that in the field m easurem ents no indications 
for a deviation from linearity of current and potential have been observed. Ohm's law has 
always been fulfill ed (except for minor discrepancies at small electrode separations). In this 
respect it is also significant that numerous satisfactory superpositions of observations and 
theoretical curves of apparent resistivity versus electrode separation have been achieved, and 
that the 45 ° slope of the rising section of the Cagniard curves has never been exceeded. This 
again is a strong indication that Ohm's law is observed in the major portion of the large ice 
body in which the electric current is flowing . 
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THE ApPLICABILITY OF THE RESISTIVITY SOUNDING METHOD ON TEMPERATE GLACIERS 

It has been shown that the thickness of temperate glaciers can be obtained with the 
resistivity method, but that the accuracy is limited, and that the results are often ambiguous. 
The latter is especially true for Cagniard parameters a > I. Depths might still be obtained if 
the resistivity value of the glacier were known. Unfortunately there is a fairly wide margin of 
resistivity to choose from, between say 20 and 120 MO.m., values which differ by a factor of 6! 
However, a certain tendency seems to exist in the distribution of resistivities, so that the highest 
values occur in the oldest ice, the lowest in young ice and below ice falls (where the ice is of 
course younger than in a flat glacier of the same length ). If this should be confirmed by future 
observations one would at least have a rule for what range of resistivities to expect; but an 
uncertainty of at least a factor of 2 would remain in any case for large values of Cl. 

For small curve parameters, say a < 0·5, depth determinations are satisfactory and may 
in ideal cases (a < 0·2 ) reach an accuracy of some 10 per cent. The parameter a = hIp2/ h2pI 
is small when the surface layer is thin and the glacier is thick, or when the resistivity of the 
surface layer is relatively high and that of the glacier is relatively low. Soundings should 
therefore be carried out when the ice surface is clear of snow. In addition, a spell of overcast 
weather would probably be better than clear weather, since solar radiation forms a low 
resistivity porous ice surface some 20- 60 cm. thick, containing plenty of water. A smooth 
frozen surface would probably be ideal, but by the time the frost starts to penetrate into the 
glacier- and the solar radiation is missing- there is also a good chance of snowfall. 

Leaving the surface condition aside, we can also argue that a thicker glacier is more suited 
for resistivity soundings than a thin one, which may be illustrated by the following example. 
For a glacier of a medium resistivity P2 = 50 MO.m. and a surface layer of snow or porous 
ice o· 5 m. thick with PI = o· 5 MO.m., a ~ o· 5, we obtain h2 ~ 100 m. , i.e. the glacier 
must be at least 100 m . thick for a successful depth determination. 

In conclusion the resistivity method cannot be recommended for mere soundings, because 
the outcome is too doubtful. However, the extreme resistivity in temperate ice and the 
variability of the resistivity are intriguing phenomena for further investigations, and resistivity 
soundings are therefore important even though depth will not be the main unknown variable 
to be evaluated . Since it has been amply demonstrated that for proper interpretation both 
depth and resistivity must be considered, an independent depth sounding by a different 
method should also be carried out in this case. Different approaches to the problem of resistivity 
in glacier ice will also have to be sought in the future including measurem ents in drill holes 
and on samples . 
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